Do you eat eggs?
Does your church serve eggs?
Learn the horrible truth
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To produce one egg, each hen has to spend 30 hours
crammed into a cage with several other hens who live
this way for a year and a half...tens of thousands of
birds stuffed into cages stacked on top of each other
in dark buildings laden with the stench of ammonia
that burns their eyes, damages their lungs. They only
see daylight on their way to slaughter. And each hen
is always surrounded by the incessant shriekings from
tens of thousands of other distressed birds.
After they stop producing eggs, their debilitated bodies
are pulverized into chicken broth because there isn’t
enough solid flesh left to be sold as “meat.”
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Male chicks are of no use to the egg industry so they
are murdered...by the tens of thousands...every day.
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Free-range? Whatever minor advantages there may
be for free-range laying hens over battery caged hens,
male chicks are still murdered and when the hens
no longer produce eggs, depleted laying hens all go
to the same slaughterhouses.
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Do you want to end this pain and suffering?
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Treat ALL God’s creatures with compassion and
dignity...GO VEGAN
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